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What is old is new again. An amazing scientific breakthrough uses a handheld printing device to

deposit skin directly onto burns and other wounds. The printer works similarly to older white-out tape

dispensers (also known as Liquid Paper), which were used to cover typing mistakes back in the day. It

works instead of a skin graft and does not require healthy skin to be removed either. We think this is

fantastic for burn and other wound victims, and we thank University of Toronto researchers for their

hard work.

Many privately held banks have a similarly difficult problem to solve. Only, instead of coming up with

an innovative variation to Liquid Paper, theirs involves shareholder liquidity. For banks that aren't

ready to go public, but require liquidity for any number of reasons, there may be several viable

alternatives. We provide you with a few options to consider:

Dividends: Many privately held companies do not pay dividends and instead accumulate excesses.

Those who do not reinvest in growth, tend to have lower returns over time. A Mercer Capital analysis

finds two things tend to happen to such entities. First, management may not be incentivized to do so

and two, they make unwise decisions to use the cash. To fix this issue, having a robust dividend policy

can help banks keep risks in check and provide needed liquidity to shareholders. A dividend can be

ongoing or it can be a special 1x occurrence. The downside to dividends is that once implemented,

shareholders generally expect it to continue at the same level or higher. So, if you don't plan on doing

it on an ongoing basis, or you don't think you can maintain a particular level, you should set

shareholder expectations in advance.

Buy Back Shares: There are a few reasons why this could be a viable option for privately held

banks. The first is that it's a way to return surpluses to shareholders. Another reason is to provide an

exit route for some shareholders, such as when they wish to retire or leave for another reason. If you

go this route, you will need to set the proper pricing and make sure there are no issues prohibiting a

buyback of shares. Also, you'll want to carefully lay out terms to shareholders, some of whom may be

unfamiliar with the process, to ensure everything is done in an equitable manner.

Seek New Investors: As aging demographics take hold, some directors or retiring management

may wish to cash in their shares. Still others may need cash to fund various expenses. Selling shares

to new investors is one way to deal with this issue. Advantages include an opportunity to bring new

investors to the bank and diversification of ownership. Risks to this strategy include such things as

introducing a different dynamic to the shareholder base, when it shifts to the unknown, which could

ultimately affect bank control.

It is important for banks to revisit the issue of liquidity regularly, at least 1x per year. Consider

whether you're now big enough to go public, whether you want to, what equity structure you need to

support strategic efforts and whether you can provide liquidity to shareholders when needed.
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This is a vexing issue for many community banks, so ongoing planning in context of growth and risk

stress testing can be helpful to size the issue, so you can develop options. In the meantime, keep

moving along with industry changes as you utilize these tried and true methods to help manage

shareholder liquidity, both now and into the future.
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BANK NEWS

M&A Activity

1) Hanmi Bank ($5.3B, CA) will acquire Southwestern National Bank ($411mm, TX) for about

$76.7mm in cash (20%) and stock (80%) or about 1.58x tangible book. 2) Fifth Third Bank ($142B,

OH) will acquire MB Financial Bank ($20B, IL) for about $4.7B in cash (10%) and stock (90%) or about

2.76x tangible book. 3) Bank of Ruston ($290mm, LA) will acquire First National Bank of Crossett

($157mm, AR) for about $12.8mm. 4) German American Bank ($3.1B, IN) will acquire First Security

Bank ($587mm, KY) for about $101mm in cash (30%) and stock (70%) or about 1.62x tangible book.

5) Independent Bank ($8.8B, TX) will acquire Guaranty Bank and Trust ($3.7B, CO) for about $1.0B in

stock (100%) or about 3.19x tangible book. 6) Timberland Bank ($1.0B, WA) will acquire South Sound

Bank ($187mm, WA) for about 1.54x tangible book. 7) Poppy Bank ($1.6B, CA) will acquire Blue Gate

Bank ($130mm, CA) for an undisclosed sum. 8) Citizens Bank ($443mm, SC) will acquire Heritage

Community Bank ($111mm, SC) for about $11.3mm in cash (40%) and stock (60%). 9) Private equity

firm Accel-KKR acquired financial software company Sageworks for an undisclosed sum.

Branch Closures

First Midwest Bank ($14B, IL) will close 19 locations and reduce its total workforce by 7% in an effort

to improve efficiencies and respond to evolving client preferences.

CU Mergers

The NCUA approved 43 credit union mergers in Q1 of this year vs. 47 for the prior quarter and 44 in

Q1 of 2017.

OUTSOURCED PROFITABILITY SOLUTION FOR YOU

ProfitIntel is an outsourced relationship profitability solution that combines a powerful pricing model

with full-time consulting support. Contact us today for more information.
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